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ABSTRACT

The broken-down chamber of the Gammacell-220 irradiation facility used for the calibration of

dosimeters at the National Nuclear Research Institute has been repaired. This repair work

involved the identification of suitable components for the aluminum welding capable of ensuring

double welding of the inside and outside joints of the chamber. Of paramount importance is the

ability of the welded joint to physically sustain the safety column which is made of 26.9 kg of

reinforce lead. The wielding was also expected to ensure that the shape of the chamber is retained

after installation apart from allowing uninhibited movement of the chamber which carries samples

to be taken into the belly of the gamma cell for irradiation. The Ferrous ammonium sulfate

(Fricke) solution was used as the dosimetry standard to check the gamma dose field after

restoration of the equipment.

This report presents information on the procedure and justification for undertaking the repairs of

this unit. By this successful repairs and putting into operation of the Gammacell-220, the

maintenance team at the Center have demonstrated their ability to undertake similar works on the

Gammacell-220 in the future even to other countries in the sub-region.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Gammacell-220 was first installed in October 1971 with an initial activity of 7500G of

Cobalt-60. The aim of this equipment was for studies into radiation induced genetic mutation,

sterile-male insect control and radiation processing of food albeit on a laboratory scale. The

equipment was acquired through an International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Technical

Co-operation Agreement Program and supplied by the then Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

(AECL) now Nordion International Limited. ,
i

The Gammacell-220 broke down during a demonstration to visitors at the facility in 1996. The

extent of damage necessitated an assessment by the Radiation protection board (RPB). The RPB

inspected the equipment on 15th May 1996 and submitted a report to the National Nuclear

Research Institute (Appendix A). The report indicated that the dose rate levels measured implied

that the sources were completely shielded. However, the report stressed that "no personnel should

attempt to tamper with the facility except one who is duly qualified to do so". The report also

recommended that:

(1) The facility must remain under lock and key with the Plant Manager being the

custodian of the key.

(2) It is strongly recommended that the unit be put into working condition as

soon as possible r) ;

The IAEA was duly informed but could not offer any help. The suppliers requested that an 1

arrangement be made for 2 experts to be sent down from Canada to assess the damage and advice,

on the possible repairs of the equipment. This assessment and repairs was to cost no less than

US 20,000. Since the agency had not offered to help and the Commission was not financially

secure to undertake the repairs, the equipment was left to stand. v J

The staff of the Radiation Technology Center therefore decided to repair the equipment on the

following grounds:

(1) The report of the assessment by the Local Competent Authority (The Radiation

Protection Board, RPB) demanded the repairs



(2) Lessons learned as reported in IAEA reports [1,2] from radiological emergencies -

originating from such abandoned sources in other countries meant that the equipment had

to be (a) repaired as soon as possible to forestall any such problems or

(b) that the equipment be completely decommissioned for the sources to be safely stored.

(3) Research requests of low doses (ie below 200Gy) could not be easily handled with the

large facility (ie. SLL-02 type). Where we were compelled to use the large facility for

irradiation, it was found to be a waste of resources with precious financial implications

since it disturbs the semi-commercial activities of the center.

Against this background, we had no choice than to repair the cell.

2.0 SURVEY

As part of the inspection, the Radiation Protection Board (RPB) team carried out a dose rate^-\

monitoring around the equipment using a portable alert 4™ monitor. The result of their

assessment as given on the outside of the unit is presented in Appendix A. However we measured

a dose rate of 20uSv/hr in the irradiation chamber when it was fully opened.

2.1 EXTENT OF DAMAGE OF THE GAMMA CELL

The breakdown of the Gammacell -220 equipment was due to the break at the base of the •»*

irradiation chamber as shown in figure 2. This chamber also carries the heavy plug which prevents

the scattering of gamma rays from the chamber into the room during irradiation of a sample. The

breakdown of the chamber could be due to radiation damage (embrittlement) at the joints since

fabrication, a condition possibly aggravated by the heavy load.

f



3.0 REPAIR PROCEDURE

3.1 DATA ON EQUIPMENT

* Initial Activity of Cobalt-60 loaded = 7500 Ci

* Reference date of activity = October 1971

* Doserate distribution in chamber as of 1995 is presented in the report

GAEC-NNRI-RTC-1

* Exposure rate when specimen "entrance" door is opened = 20 uSv/hr

3.2 PHYSICAL EXAMINATION AND REMOVAL OF CHAMBER

The upper section of the sample chamber and the top plug were broken from the base so they

were taken out and put on a stand. The upper section of the sample chamber that was attached to

the top plug was taken off by unscrewing the three screws used to fix it. The base of the

irradiation chamber which had broken off from the rest of the chamber was then also taken from

the lower plug to which it is attached by undoing the screws that joins it to the plug.

The exposure rate as determined after the base of the chamber had been taken was 50uSv/hr.

Since this value is high compared with the International Commission on Radiological Protection

(ICRP) set maximum of 25uSv/hr, the time (hrs) of working in the area per day and the number of

persons were reduced . Reduction of the time of exposure reduces the dose equivalent committed

during the program whilst the working in turns reduces the collective dose equivalent committed

during the exercise The reported exposure as evaluated by the Radiation Protection Board is

given in Table 1 of Appendix A.

The two pieces were carefully removed and monitored for possible contamination of radioactivity.

No such contamination was detected on the monitor. The two pieces were then taken for welding.

The material composing the chamber is an aluminum alloy and therefore it was necessary to

identify an aluminum welder capable of performing the work under supervision. A facility was

located in Tema which undertook the welding and used a non destructive (NDT) method to check

on the effectiveness of the weld.



3.3 REPLACEMENT OF THE CHAMBER

The complete chamber (as welded together) was fixed first to the top plug of the Gamma cell by(

means of the screws in the appropriate settings. The top plug with the sample chamber fixed to it

was then lifted bodily and placed as before on the lower plug. The screw holes in the base of the

chamber were checked for alignment with the bottom plug before being screwed together.

4.0 ADDITIONAL WORK

4.1 ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

.My

The electrical cable connecting the different sensors on the top plug was replaced. The electricaL-_ '.

insulation / coating of the cable had been peeled off over the years, exposing the individual .

strands. The function of this cable is as follows:
• .if: .1!

(a) to allow signals to flow from the key to the hoist base motor pulling the sample

chamber into and out of the irradiation position

(b) to ensure that all safety switches that will enable the smooth operation of the facility 1

are closed

(c) Initiates action of the motor depending on the preset time for the irradiation.

The need to change the wires to prevent short circuiting and possible catastrophe was therefore

justified on these grounds

4.2 CHAIN AND HOIST MOTOR

The chain connecting the electric motor to the plug for movement of the sample chamber and the

hoist system was adjusted for the aligned movement of the chamber, The whole chain was

properly greased for easy movement



5.0 MONITORING REPORT ON PERSONNEL

The personnel monitoring service report of the radiation Protection Board which covers the

period during which the Gammacell-220 was worked on, is presented in Appendix B. No undue

incident on any personnel is recorded.

6.0 CONCLUSION

The Gammacell - 220 which broke down at the base of the irradiation chamber has been restored

without causing hard or unduly exposing any personnel to necessary dose. Additional repair work

on the electrical and mechanical systems of the unit are to ensure smooth operation of the facility.

By this work small research specimen requiring relatively low doses of the order of 10 to 200Gy

can be treated.
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RADIOLOGICAL INSPECTION REPORT ON THE GAMMACELL-220
AT THE RADIATION TECHNOLOGY CENTER 15 MAY 1996

1. INTRODUCTION

In response to the request for a radiation safety assessment of the Gammacell-220 facility in its
breakdown state, an inspection was conducted on 15 May 1996, by a team of three (3) namely,
Messrs E.K. Osei, G.E.A. Amoh and J. K. Bekui.

2. WORK PROTOCOL

The inspection protocol involved

(a) Interview of personnel of R.T.C.: Personnel at the RTC were interviewed to ascertain
the state of the Gammacell-220 and it came to light that during a demonstration exercise
on 8th Feb. 1996, there was a near toppling of the safety column and sample chamber
of the Gammacell-220. Subsequent inspection by the personnel of R.T.C. revealed the
near toppling as due to a fracture of a joint between the sample chamber and drain.

(b) Radiological survey: A radiological survey was conducted on the facility using the
portable alert monitor 4™ to ascertain the safety of personnel and the environment. The
result of the survey is as shown in the table below.

Location*

Entrance
Housing
Position C
Position D
Position B
Position E
Position 0
Position X

* See Fig. 1.

CONCLUSION

Dose rate (fiSv/hr)

<0.2

0.4
0.4
0.4
1.0
1.0
1.4

3.

We conclude that the source is completely shielded and safe and personnel will not be exposed
unduly to the ionising radiation from the source. However, it should be stressed here that no
personnel should attempt to temper with ihe facility except one who is duly qualified to do so.



4. RECOMMENDATIONS

(a) The facility must remain under lock and key with the Plant Manager being the custodian
of the key.

(b) It is strongly recommended that the unit be put to its working condition as soon as
possible.
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APPENDIX B

RADIATION PROTECTION BOARD MONITORING SERVICE REPORT

PERIOD : 8TH APR 1997 - 11TH SEPT. 1997

GIF NNRI / GAEC, KWABENYA

DATE

12-9-97

12-9-97

12-9-97

12-9-97

12-9-97

12-9-97

12-9-97

12-9-97

12-9-97

USER NAME

Mr.G. Emi-Reynolds

Mr.M.A Ofori-Appiah

Mr.G.K. Banini

Mr.E.AQuarcoo

Mr. Sylvester Annan

Mr. Isaac Ennison

Dr. S.K Akompi

Mr. Jacob Arthur

J.E.F.K. Ansah

CARD NO.

4145

539

1024

980t

4028

688

622t

,199t

628

DOSE
USv/mth

9.90

2.10

1.00

9.70

11.10

1.70

8.80

14.70

2.70

REMARKS

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

Acceptable

c:\rip\tecrep\rep_Gcel.sam
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